advisory
visit
How could a Play Learning Life advisory visit help your school?
Sometimes, the biggest impacts
on outcomes for children are
found in the most unexpected
spaces and places
A PLL advisory visit will offer you a new
and focused perspective on the way your
school grounds can be used, resourced
and managed. Our expertise in designing
innovative play and outdoor learning
spaces is combined with many years’
experience of helping teachers enrich
their curriculum by taking learning into
the school grounds and improving the
quality of playtimes.
We’ve visited hundreds of schools over
the years, so we’ve seen thousands of
examples of innovative and exciting
practice – here in the UK, in Europe and
beyond - and we’ll blend this experience
with your unique understanding of your
school and your children, to help you
establish what the potential of your site is
– and where there might be room for
improvement.

The Learning Walk
A 2 – 3 hour visit to your school by one of
our expert outdoor learning practitioners
will help you focus your thinking and
provide additional insight into the
potential for high quality outdoor
learning.
We’ll tour the site together, observing
children using the space, noting how and
where resources are used and listening to
dialogue between children and with
adults.
The emailed follow-up Learning Walk
Summary includes additional ideas and
research prompts.

How to book
To discuss your requirements and book
a date, please call 01962 735363 or
email enquiries@playlearninglife.org.uk

Advisory Visit
Advisory Visit Plus

£350*
£495*

*Costs include 100 miles / 2 hours travel for
Visits. Significantly greater distances will incur
additional costs, which we make every effort
to minimise.

Learning Walk Plus
Learning Walk Plus begins with our unique self-assessment audit of your grounds, which
we’ll discuss before the visit, and includes a detailed written and illustrated report, covering
current use, key discussion points, further reading, research suggestions and
recommendations for change. The report should provide the launch point for an action
plan for improvements that will have a positive impact on children’s experiences outdoors
at your school.
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